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सेवा में / To, 

 सी.एस.आई.आर. क� सभी राष््ीय ्ቚयोगशालाओ/ंसंस्थानों/मुख्यालय/एकको के िनदेशक/्ቚमुख 

The Directors/Heads of all CSIR Laboratories/Instts./Units 

िवषय/Sub: GeM के माध्यम से सभी उपलब्ध वस्तुओं और सेवाओं क� 
अ�नवायर् खर�द
Mandatory procurement of all available Goods and 

Services through GeM 

महोदया/ महोदय/Madam /  Sir,

As you are aware, Rule 149 of GFR makes it mandatory to 

procure all Goods & Services through GeM, if those are available 

on GeM. Only when Goods and Services of required specification or 

required delivery period etc. are not available on GeM the 

Procuring Entity (PE) can take recourse to procurement under Rule 

154 (Direct Purchase) or Rule 155 (LPC Mode Purchase) or for 

Bidding outside GeM (subject to condition). Copy of relevant 

OM dated 19/01/2018 is enclosed. Further, the time taken for 

Bidding outside GeM being roughly the same as it would take in 

a Custom Bidding on GeM, there is no apparent merit in 

publishing Bids outside GeM. Therefore, all effort should be 

made to use GeM for the purpose. 



2.  The proof of non-availability of Goods or Services on 

GeM is GeMAR&PTS. It is mandatory to generate GeMAR&PTS in 

all cases without exception, whether it is for resorting to Rule 154 

/155 or to publish a Bid outside GeM. Relevant OMs dated 

23/01/2020 & 11/06/2021 are enclosed. For publishing a Bid on CPP 

Portal, an additional undertaking is also required to be given to the 

effect that the category of Goods/Services being tendered is not 

available on GeM, at that point of time. Relevant OM No. 

F.18/3/2017-PPD dated 25/07/2017 is also enclosed. 

 

3.  Generating GeMARPTS: GeM suggests that searching 

should be done only in relevant, meaningful categories, not in 

irrelevant categories. Category search itself is based on the 

specification chosen by the buyer. Specifications could be varied 

appropriately to find relevant categories for further navigation of 

category specification and products & services available in them.  

 

4.  Categories available on GeM & Options for the Buyer: 

GeMAR&PTS lists out all categories available on GeM matching 

buyer’s requirement with Order Count and Order Value on a 

cumulative basis. The buyer has the following options: 

 

a. Create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching the 

required specifications.  S/he can add additional parameters 

in specifications through corrigendum using RMS 

functionality. 

b. Can submit a request for category updating trough RMS, 

should s/he feel that category TP needs updating  

c. Suggest the specification of the required product for 

creation of a new category on GeM for future procurements, 

and proceed for procurement outside GeM  



d. Not propose any new category creation when the requirement 

is a one-time one     

e. Not propose any new category creation immediately, but do 

so separately, post generation of GeMARPTS. 

 

5.  The Undertaking in GeMAR&PTS: When a Category is 

available/suggested on GeM, but the buyer opts to go out of GeM, 

then GeMAR&PTS can be generated only on the ground that the 

available categories and products/ services thereunder are “not 

matching requirements”, with an undertaking as under: 

 

“It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable 

categories suggested by GeM and I am satisfied that the 

product required is not covered/ does not fall in any of the 

suggested categories and can not be procured under any of 

these categories even after inclusion of List of Values 

(LOV) wherever possible in category specifications of 

suggested categories. It is also certified that the 

technical specification requirements are such that these 

can not be covered even by adding specification 

parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested 

categories. This is a one-time requirement; hence new 

category creation is not proposed/or requirements is 

recurring but request for new category creation will be 

submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.”      

 

6.  Caution & Due Care: Since the generator of the 

GeMAR&PTS is responsible for the veracity of the undertaking 

contained therein, due care and diligence needs to be observed. 

While each buyer/ Indenter has to generate GeMAR&PTS in 

respect of his equipment/ item with due care & full consciousness 



of the contents of the undertaking, from his own login credentials 

on GeM, all assistance may be extended by the Purchase Division.  

 

7.  Analysis of Biddings Outside GeM: Kind attention is 

invited the email dated 02/11/2023 form GeM which was duly 

forwarded to labs on 04/11/2023 wherein GEM had statistically 

shown that out of a total of 965 Bids floated on CPPP by all 

constituents of DSIR during the three months check period from 

1/07/2023 to 31/09/2023 as many as 401 Bids were possible 

through normal bidding on GeM and as many as 290 Bids were 

possible through Custom Bidding and one through auction. Only 273 

cases were not possible through GeM i.e Non-GeMable. Though 

separate figures for CSIR were not given, it is understandable that 

a substantial proportion of such Bids must have been by CSIR alone. 

This trend needs to be arrested forthwith. 

 

8.  In view of the above, it is reiterated to all PEs that all 

Goods/Services available on GeM are to be mandatorily procured 

through GeM only, and all the bids, where Product/ Service 

Category is available on GeM, are to be published on GeM except 

when the conditions stipulated in Para # 5 exists.  

 

भवदीय/ Yours Sincerely, 

 

 

(्ቦीदेब नन्दा/ Srideb Nanda) 
व�र� भंडार एवं ्ቅय िनय्ंቔक 

Sr. Controller of Stores & Purchase 

E-Mail: sridebnanda@csir.res.in 

Phone No. (O): 011- 23711117 

Encls: As above 
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